Presymptomatic diagnosis of experimental Parkinsonism with 123I-PE2I SPECT.
Presymptomatic diagnosis of the loss of nigrostriatal neurons that characterises Parkinson's disease, is a crucial issue for future neuroprotective therapies as degeneration exceeds 70 to 80% when symptoms appear. Here we propose an early diagnosis method that utilises single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT) coupled to the iodine-123-labelled selective dopamine transporter ligand N-(3-ioprop-2E-enyl)-2-beta-(4-methylphenyl)nortropane ((123)I-PE2I), applying Logan's graphical method for quantification. Sequential (123)I-PE2I SPECT acquisitions were performed in nonhuman primates chronically treated with 1-methyl-4-phenyl-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine according to a regimen that consistently produces a progressive Parkinsonian state. While classical neurological examination only allows detection of Parkinsonian signs at Day 12 of the protocol of intoxication, the mean distribution volume ratio calculated according to Logan's graphical method is significantly decreased from Day 6 onward, i.e., when animals are clinically normal. (123)I-PE2I SPECT is a very sensitive method to detect presymptomatic lesions of nigrostriatal neurons and the first to be experimentally validated. It could now be used clinically for early diagnosis and follow-up of neuroprotective treatment.